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Abstract. The traditional association rule that should be fixed in order to avoid 
the following: only trivial rules are retained and interesting rules are not 
discarded. In fact, the situations that use the relative comparison to express are 
more complete than those that use the absolute comparison. Through relative 
comparison, we proposes a new approach for mining association rule, which 
has the ability to handle uncertainty in the classing process, so that we can 
reduce information loss and enhance the result of data mining. In this paper, the 
new approach can be applied for finding association rules, which have the 
ability to handle uncertainty in the classing process, is suitable for interval data 
types, and help the decision to try to find the relative association rules within 
the ranking data. 
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1   Introduction 
Many algorithms have been proposed for mining Boolean association rules. However, 
very little work has been done in mining quantitative association rules. Although we 
can transform quantitative attributes into Boolean attributes, this approach is not 
effective, is difficult to scale up for high-dimensional cases, and may also result in 
many imprecise association rules [2]. In addition, the rules express the relation 
between pairs of items and are defined in two measures: support and confidence. 
Most of the techniques used for finding association rule scan the whole data set, 
evaluate all possible rules, and retain only those rules that have support and 
confidence greater than thresholds. It’s mean that the situations that use the absolute 
comparison [3]. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
reviews relevant literature in correlation with research and the problem statement. 
Section 3 incorporation of rough set for classification processing. Closing remarks 
and future work are presented in Section 4. 
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2   Literature Review and Problem Statement 
In the traditional design, Likert Scale uses a checklist for answering and asks the 
subject to choose only one best answer for each item. The quantification of the data is 
equal intervals of integer. For example, age is the most common type for the 
quantification data that have to transform into an interval of integer. Table 1 and 
Table 2 present the same data. The difference is due to the decision maker’s 
background. One can see that the same data of the results has changed after the 
decision maker transformation of the interval of integer. An alternative is the 
qualitative description of process states, for example by means of the discretization of 
continuous variable spaces in intervals [6]. 
Table 1. A decision maker Table 2. B decision maker 
No Age Interval of integer
t1 20 20–25 
t2 23 26–30 
t3 17 Under 20 
t4 30 26–30 
t5 22 20–25 
 
No Age Interval of integer 
t1 20 Under 25  
t2 23 Under 25  
t3 17 Under 25  
t4 30 Above 25  
t5 22 Under 25  
Furthermore, in this research, we incorporate association rules with rough sets and 
promote a new point of view in applications. In fact, there is no rule for the choice of 
the “right” connective, so this choice is always arbitrary to some extent. 
3   Incorporation of Rough Set for Classification Processing 
The traditional association rule, which pays no attention to finding rules from ordinal 
data. Furthermore, in this research, we incorporate association rules with rough sets 
and promote a new point of view in interval data type applications. The data 
processing of interval scale data is described as below. 
First: Data processing—Definition 1—Information system: Transform the 
questionnaire answers into information system ( )Q,UIS = , where { }nx,x,xU "21=  
is a finite set of objects. Q is usually divided into two parts, { }ig,g,gG "21=  is a 
finite set of general attributes/criteria, and { }kd,d,dD "21=  is a set of decision 
attributes. gg VGUf →×=  is called the information function, gV  is the domain of 
the attribute/criterion g , and gf  is a total function such that ( ) gVg,xf ∈  for each 
Qg ∈ ; Ux ∈ . dd VDUf →×=  is called the sorting decision-making information 
function, dV  is the domain of the decision attributes/criterion d , and df  is a total 
function such that ( ) dVd,xf ∈  for each Qd ∈ ; Ux ∈ . 
Example: According to Tables 3 and 4, 1x  is a male who is thirty years old and has 
an income of 35,000. He ranks beer brands from one to eight as follows: Heineken, 
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Miller, Taiwan light beer, Taiwan beer, Taiwan draft beer, Tsingtao, Kirin, and 
Budweiser. 
Then: 
{ }134
1
,,f d =  { }12342 ,,,f d =  { }363 ,f d =  { }274 ,f d =  
Table 3. Information system 
 Q  
U  
General attributes G  Decision-making D  
Item1: Age 1g  Item2: Income 2g  Item3: Beer brand recall 
1x  30 11g  35,000 12g  As shown in Table 4. 
2x  40 21g  60,000 22g  As shown in Table 4. 
3x  45 31g  80,000 42g  As shown in Table 4. 
4x  30 11g  35,000 12g  As shown in Table 4. 
5x  40 21g  70,000 32g  As shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Beer brand recall ranking table 
U 
D  the sorting decision-making set of beer brand recall 
Taiwan 
beer 1d  
Heineken
2d  
light 
beer
3d  
Miller
4d  
draft 
beer 
5d  
Tsingtao
6d  
Kirin
7d  
Budweiser
8d  
1x  4 1 3 2 5 6 7 8 
2x  1 2 3 7 5 6 4 8 
3x  1 4 3 2 5 6 7 8 
4x  3 1 6 2 5 4 8 7 
5x  1 3 6 2 5 4 8 7 
Definition 2: The Information system is a quantity attribute, such as 1g  and 2g , in 
Table 3; therefore, between the two attributes will have a covariance, denoted by 
( )jiG g,gCov=σ . ( ) ( )ji
G
G
gVargVar
σρ =  denote the population correlation 
coefficient and 11 ≤≤− Gρ . 
Then: 
{ }10 ≤<=+ GijG g ρρ  { }01 <≤−=− GijG g ρρ  { }00 == GijG g ρρ  
Definition 3—Similarity relation:  According to the specific universe of discourse 
classification, a similarity relation of the decision attributes Dd ∈  is denoted as 
DU  
( ) [ ]{ }
lk ddiDi VV,UxxDUDS >∈==  
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Example: 
( ) { } { } { }{ }5324111 x,xx,x,xdUdS ==
 
( ) { } { } { } { }{ }4125322 x,x,x,x,xdUdS ==  
Definition 4—Potential relation between general attribute and decision 
attributes: The decision attributes in the information system are an ordered set, 
therefore, the attribute values will have an ordinal relation defined as follows: 
( )kiGD d,gCov=σ                 ( ) ( )ki
GD
GD
dVargVar
σρ =  
Then: 
( )



=
<≤−
≤<
=
−
+
0
01
10
0
GDGD
GDGD
GDGD
:
:
:
D,GF
ρρ
ρρ
ρρ
 
Second: Generated rough associational rule—Definition 1: The first step in this 
study, we have found the potential relation between general attribute and decision 
attributes, hence in the step, the object is to generated rough associational rule. To 
consider other attributes and the core attribute of ordinal-scale data as the highest 
decision-making attributes is hereby to establish the decision table and the ease to 
generate rules, as shown in Table 5. ( )Q,UDT = , where { }nx,x,xU "21=  is a 
finite set of objects, Q is usually divides into two parts, { }mg,g,gG "21=  is a 
finite set of general attributes/criteria, { }ld,d,dD "21=  is a set of decision 
attributes. gg VGUf →×=  is called the information function, gV  is the domain 
of the attribute/criterion g , and gf  is a total function such that ( ) gVg,xf ∈  for 
each Qg ∈ ; Ux ∈ . dd VDUf →×=  is called the sorting decision-making 
information function, dV  is the domain of the decision attributes/criterion d , and 
df  is a total function such that ( ) dVd,xf ∈  for each Qd ∈ ; Ux ∈ . 
Then: 
{ }BrandPrice
1
,f g =             { }gAdvertisin shelves,on Seen 2 =gf  
{ }promotionsby   purchasenot   will,promotionsby   purchase
3
=gf  
{ }tsHypermarke Stores, eConvenienc
4
=gf  
Definition 2: According to the specific universe of discourse classification, a 
similarity relation of the general attributes is denoted by GU . All of the similarity 
relation is denoted by ( )121 −= mRR,R,UK " . 
[ ]{ }UxxGU iGi ∈=  
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Example: 
{ } { }{ }43521
1
1 x,x,x,x,xg
UR ==  { } { }{ }52431
42
6 x,x,x,x,xgg
UR ==  
#  #  
{ } { }{ }43521
31
5 x,x,x,x,xgg
UR ==  { } { } { }{ }435211 x,x,x,x,xG
URm ==−  
Table 5. Decision-making  
Q 
 
 
 
U 
General attributes Decision 
attributes 
Product 
Features
1g  
Product 
Information 
Source 2g  
Consumer 
Behavior 3g  
Channels 4g  Rank Brand 
1x
 
Price Seen on 
shelves 
purchase  by 
promotions 
Convenience 
Stores 4 1d  
2x
 
Price Advertising purchase  by promotions Hypermarkets 1 1
d  
3x
 
Brand Seen on 
shelves 
will not purchase  
by promotions 
Convenience 
Stores 1 1d  
4x
 
Brand Seen on 
shelves 
will not purchase  
by promotions 
Convenience 
Stores 3 1d  
5x
 
Price Advertising purchase  by promotions Hypermarkets 1 1d  
Definition 3: According to the similarity relation, and then finding the reduct and 
core. If the attribute g  which were ignored from G , the set G  will not be 
affected; thereby, g is an unnecessary attribute, we can reduct it. GR ⊆  and 
Rg ∈∀ . A similarity relation of the general attributes from the decision table is 
denoted by ( )Gind . If ( ) ( )1gGindGind −= , then 1g  is the reduct attribute, and if 
( ) ( )1gGindGind −≠ , then 1g  is the core attribute. 
Example: 
( ) { } { } { }{ }43521 x,x,x,x,xGindU =  
( ) { }( ) { } { } { }{ } ( )GindUx,x,x,x,xg,g,gUgGindU ===− 435214321  
( ) { }( ) { } { }{ } ( )GindUx,x,x,x,xg,gUggGindU ≠==− 524314231  
When 1g  is considered alone, 1g  is the reduct attribute, but when 1g  and 3g  
are considered simultaneously, 1g  and 3g  are the core attributes. 
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Definition 4: The lower approximation, denoted as ( )XG , is defined as the union of 
all these elementary sets, which are contained in [ ]Gix . More formally, 
( ) [ ] [ ] 


 ⊆∈= Xx
G
U
xXG GiGi∪  
The upper approximation, denoted as ( )XG , is the union of these elementary sets, 
which have a non-empty intersection with [ ]Gix . More formally: 
( ) [ ] [ ] 



≠∩⊆= φXx
G
U
xXG GiGi∪
 
The difference ( ) ( ) ( )XGXGXBnG −=  is called the boundary of [ ]Gix . 
Example: { }421 x,x,x  are those customers that we are interested in, thereby 
( ) { }1xXG = , ( ) { }54321 x,x,x,x,xXG =  and ( ) { }5432 x,x,x,xXBnG = . 
Definition 5: Rough set-based association rules. 
{ } 4131
31
1
111
=∩ ddgg:gg
x
      
{ } 414321
4321
1
11111
=∩∩∩ ddgggg:gggg
x
 
Algorithm-Step1 
Input: 
Information System (IS); 
Output: 
{Potential relation}; 
Method: 
1. Begin 
2. ( )Q,UIS = ; 
3. Ux,,x,x n ∈"21 ; /* where nx,,x,x "21  are the objects of 
set U */ 
4. QD,G ⊂ ; /* Q  is divided into two parts G  and D */ 
5. Gg,,g,g i ∈"21 ; /* where ig,,g,g "21 are the elements  
of set G */ 
6. Dd,,d,d k ∈"21 ; /* where kd,,d,d "21 are the elements  
of set D */ 
7. For each ig  and kd  do; 
8. compute ( )g,xf  and ( )d,xf ; /* compute the information 
function in IS as described in definition1*/ 
9. compute Gσ ; /* compute the quantity attribute 
covariance in IS as described in definition2*/ 
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10. compute Gρ ; /* compute the quantity attribute 
correlation coefficient in IS as described in 
definition2*/ 
11. compute ( )DS  and ( )DS ; /* compute the similarity 
relation in IS as described in definition3*/ 
12. compute ( )D,GF ; /* compute the potential relation  
as described in definition4*/ 
13. Endfor; 
14. Output {Potential relation}; 
15.End; 
Algorithm-Step2 
Input: 
Decision Table (DT); 
Output: 
{Classification Rules}; 
Method: 
1. Begin 
2. ( )Q,UDT = ; 
3. Ux,x,x n ∈"21 ; /* where nx,x,x "21  are the objects of 
set U */ 
4. ( )D,GQ = ; 
5. Gg,,g,g m ∈"21 ; /* where mg,,g,g "21  are the 
elements of set G */ 
6. Dd,,d,d l ∈"21 ; /* where ld,,d,d "21  are the “trust 
value” generated in Step1*/ 
7. For each ld  do; 
8. compute ( )g,xf ; /* compute the information function 
in DT as described in definition1*/ 
9. compute mR ; /* compute the similarity relation in  
DT as described in definition2*/ 
10. compute ( )Gind ; /* compute the relative reduct of  
DT as described in definition3*/ 
11. compute ( )mgGind − ; /* compute the relative reduct  
of the elements for element m  as described in 
definition3*/ 
12. compute ( )XG ; /* compute the lower-approximation  
of DT as described in definition4*/ 
13. compute ( )XG ; /* compute the upper-approximation  
of DT as described in definition4*/ 
14. compute ( )XBnG ; /* compute the bound of DT as 
described in definition4*/ 
15. Endfor; 
16. Output {Association Rules}; 
17.End; 
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4   Conclusion and Future Works 
The quantitative data are popular in practical databases; a natural extension is finding 
association rules from quantitative data. To solve this problem, previous research 
partitioned the value of a quantitative attribute into a set of intervals so that the 
traditional algorithms for nominal data could be applied [1]. In addition, most of the 
techniques used for finding association rule scan the whole data set, evaluate all 
possible rules, and retain only the rules that have support and confidence greater than 
thresholds [3]. The new association rule algorithm, which tries to combine with rough 
set theory to provide more easily explained rules for the user. In the research, we use 
a two-step algorithm to find the relative association rules. It will be easier for the user 
to find the association. Because, in the first step, we find out the relationship between 
the two quantities attribute data, and then we find whether the ordinal scale data has a 
potential relationship with those quantities attribute data. It can avoid human error 
caused by lack of experience in the process that quantities attribute data transform to 
categorical data. At the same time, we known the potential relationship between the 
quantities attribute data and ordinal-scale data. In the second step, we use the rough 
set theory benefit, which has the ability to handle uncertainty in the classing process, 
and find out the relative association rules. The user in mining association rules does 
not have to set a threshold and generate all association rules that have support and 
confidence greater than the user-specified thresholds. In this way, the association 
rules will be a relative association rules. The new association rule algorithm, which 
tries to combine with the rough set theory to provide more easily explained rules for 
the user. For the convenience of the users, to design an expert support system will 
help to improve the efficiency of the user. 
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